Gunt Niessen, scientist and innovator
(using science to improve the processes within society, here providing a second
and better strategy to check election results, ensuring honest elections,
a strategy to play chess with Biden and the deeply criminal deep state successfully)

to
President Donald Trump
Mister President
You can still win the battle against Biden and deep state,
if you follow my advice.
Let us make a deal, before going into details:
You promise to support 2 big innovations in big markets, if you stay
president. That means, that you get, besides the advantage of 4 years
more in the White House, 2 big presents for your country on top of it.
Please agree. Then I go into the details.
Details:
All people know, that they have a memory to store content and to
recall content. That´s “knowledge given by nature”.
There are a lot of facilities more inside the brain without added
“knowledge given by nature”. From watching our brain activities
we can derive, that the facilities A and B and C must be inside also.
For instance can we conclude that we must own a truth-lie-decision-center.

In certain situations also honest people create great danger or
disadvantages for themselves by speaking at all or by telling the
truth. Therefore a truth-lie-decision-center must exist to protect us.
Inhonest people, clearly present in this world, need this facility in
much more situations to manage their scam activities.
We know that we can lie, of course, but don´t realize too much, that
the truth-lie-center must be a big one to manage all jobs accurately,
and that this is combined with a lot of activities, interactions with
other centers and especially with the memory, the big storage of data.
Further more, we don´t realize that the communication processes
throughout the whole brain cause “noise”, which can be observed
from the outside.
Prof. Lykken, California University, did. He took an EEG and
started watching brain noise, brain noise in response to questions,
switching on the truth-lie-center.
He asked “YES”-”NO”-questions to testpersons and found :
if the answer is “No”, then no change in the normal brain noise
– low sinuswaves – can be found.
if the answer is “I don´t know”, then the same: no change.
However, if the answer is “YES”, then big activity is started,
resulting in a high peak of brain noise, directly to be seen on the
EEG-screen. The so called P300-peak appears. That happens always.
The asked person can shut his mouth, but cannot ´shut´ his brain,
cannot order his brain to stay silent. The brain answers always. Fact 1
Fact 2: There are only 3 possibilities: “YES”, ”NO”, “I don´t know”
The P300-peak means always “YES”. The testperson is telling the
truth. If he wants to tell it or not. He cannot avoid it.

Therefore the EEG-monitor is the perfect truth-lie-detector!
Much better than the old lie-detector, checking skin-resistance.
The new truth-lie-detector has much more possibilities and is
reliable. No scammer can scam it.
If Biden is a scammer, then he is caught by the new and reliable
Truth-Test, using the EEG-truth-lie-detector.
Let us repeat:
The great scientist of your great country, Prof. David Lykken of
California, discovered not only the different reactions to
“YES”-”NO” -questions, but based a method on it to explore the
real truth of persons from within by asking not the mouth, but
brain and memory of a person. His method uses the EEG,
observing brain waves and the P300-peaks in these waves, appearing
in response to asked questions.
The brain is producing such very distinct peaks, whenever its answer
to “YES”-”NO”-questions is “Yes!”
That can be explained by big brain activity in order to check, how
dangerous it is to speak at all
or to tell the truth, to tell the facts in the “Yes!”-situation.
The truth-lie-decision-center, calculating, and the memory, searching
for all relevant details in his storage, and other facilities of the brain
are for a time very busy, producing all together the big P300-peak within
the low sinuswaves before and after, running over the EEG-screen.

Thus, lying people with insider-knowledge can be asked “YES”-”NO”
- questions to discover the truth in such a way, that every citizen can
see it. By seeing the peak(s). Also citizens, who don´t belong to the

high potentials. Skillful scammers can scam low potentials with a
combination of honest face and lies in democracy of today. That
happens. That´s one of the weaknesses of the known form of
democracy. Again and again we see just that scam activity (of deep
state people), ´honest´ face + big lies, in many countries.

Prof. Lykken, the thinker behind the Truth-Test, our strong weapon
against playing-bad-pranks-craziness, the destructive disease.
The driving force behind fraud and war-aggression: WW1, WW2, now WW3. The
nearly invisiblle disease of conscienceless attackers. Still unknown to most people.

Applying the existing TT-Test is a way to change the situation and
to avoid more damage and destruction by laughing (deepstate-)
fraudsters in power. Knowing the strong Truth-Test and not using it
is a sin against society, is a big weakness.

Mr. Biden , did you organize election fraud?
Mr. Biden , did you organize election fraud on big scale?
Mr. Biden , did deep state organize election fraud on big scale?
Mr. Biden , did you steel the election victory of Donald Trump by
election fraud on big scale?
Mr. Biden , are you a TrojanHorse of deep state ?
Mr. Biden , is Mark Rutte a TrojanHorse of deep state ?
Mr. Biden , is Angela Merkel a TrojanHorse of deep state ?
These and other more detailed questions can be asked to Biden on
the test in front of TV-cameras. The answers of his brain will show
all scammed people the truth live !

Mr. Trump , until 20. jan. 2021 you are the president of the
United States. Time enough to accuse Biden and the Democrats of
election fraud, and prove this not only in the usual way from the
outside, with advocates, but now from the inside as well, with the
aid of scientists.
When encountering corrupt judges rejecting to count ballots again,
the strategy outside-test failes. You loose.
With strategy inside-test however you have one chess track more:
You can argue: “Judge A, please show us on the Truth-Test, that you are
integer and not a TrojanHorse of deep state! Please come to the TT-Test !”
After the TT-Test a corrupt judge must leave the court, the chess board. You win.

Until now deep state could sabotate the really powerful Truth-Test.
If you put it through, it will change history. It will have a healing
effect on your country. It will have a healing effect on Europe.
It will have a healing effect on the world.
Playing fields for corrupt people and Trojan Horses are gone.

Proof from the outside of election fraud on big scale is very difficult. To find
fraud is much more difficult than to commit fraud. That is true in general.
Therefore the deepstate-scammers, committing fraud, have always large
playing fields. They are crazy in a 10%-corner of their brains (the playingbad-pranks-craziness, lust-damagemaker-craziness: discovery of science). But
with 90% normal brain they are clever and know and use their playing fields.
Driven by the playing-bad-pranks-fever, these adult children try everything
and go on scamming as long as they are not stopped by real adults with
knowledge, got from science. Their disease lets them experience bigger fun
while making bigger damage. So they are driven to increase their damagemaker-activities continuously. These groups of sick people are really dangerous.
Or better, this disease is really dangerous. Those people are born with a
defect PPP-gene, get the disease and become victims themselves. In
www.call-for-deep-Change.jaaaa.net we scientists express our concern. A big
effort must be made to heal this dreadfull disease. The disease is the culprit.
The sick persons have to be removed from power. The disease has to disappear totally.

Back to the elections:
Proof from the inside of election fraud on big scale is very simple
now and counts. The playing field of scammers is narrow now.
That is a strategy to stop the GamerGroup deepstate.
Moreover this strategy works also against corrupt judges,
rejecting to count dubious ballots again. “Please come to the TTTest and show your integrity, dear judge!” you can always say.
As long as you have the power. Until 20. jan. 2021 you have.
And following my advice, 4 years longer.
A judge cannot answer: “I am integer without doubt, because I am a judge. There
is no need to test me. I don´t come on the test.”. He must come!
Fraud committed by lots of judges is obvious and known to many people.
Big groups of deepstate-people, all with the (nearly invisible) inherited PPPdisease, have infiltrated the courts in Germany, in the Netherlands, … , in the USA
and are playing, with big fun, their version of bad pranks there.

Deepstate-judges are violating the rules of law in such a way, that it is in the
meantime already ridiculous.
We have seen a law case with 10 witnesses named by party 1 against a deepstateparty 2, and the verdict of the deepstate-judge was for party 2, without having
heard one single witness, even without mentioning in the verdict, that party 1 had
presented 10 witnesses. Ridiculous ! Such law breaking judges are protected by
the higher structures, all infiltrated by deepstate. By the deepstate-army. These
partisans are there in big numbers inside the power organs.
The TT-Test will show it. The TT-Test can change it.
They concentrated in the power organs to 20% or 30% or more (in the population
estimated 3% - 4 %), able now to power-play, commit obviously fraud and stay in
power nevertheless. Without far reaching voice, without getting attention from the
media onder deepstate-control, the damaged citizen can only make a fist in his pocket.

If you manage to put Biden on the TT-Test and let him answer the
questions above, then you are the election winner. I am convinced.
The test is very strong. Deep state fears nothing more than TT.
We should limit the allowed questions to big crimes.
We should not allow to ask questions, going into the privacy of the
test person or in the very late history of the person.
For light on big crimes here and now the TT-Test is a perfect tool.
Gunt Niessen
scientist

Mr. Pete Hoekstra, USA-ambassador in the Netherlands,
would you be so kind to bring this mail under eyes and attention of
President Trump? Thanks
www. letter-to-President-Trump. jaaaa. net

Attachment
A strange story came up. We cannot judge until now, if Biden is a clone or not. But we
want to mention it.
In case that the person we have seen is a clone, then he has to be declassified and Trump is
the winner of the election. Clones cannot become president of the United States of America.
Since the successful cloning of the sheep Molly, 30 years ago, cloning of an animal is a
reality. Cloning of a human is clearly possible also.
Clear is that the person we have seen has redbrown eyes, wearing contactlenses,
changing the eye colour to blue. Sometimes the contactlenses are shifting a bit and let
see the real eye-colour (foto).
If not the same has been the case with the real Joe Biden earlier, then indeed the person
we have seen now is a different person and perhaps a clone.
Beneath we show some pictures with datas, collected from the site truth unsealed .com
www. letter-to-President-Trump. jaaaa .net

left: blue contactlenses of red-eyed Biden shifted a bit up

Perhaps the cloning people could not manage to produce a Biden-clone
with blue eyes. That´s why they decided to put blue contactlenses on his
redbrown eyes. Until now speculation. More datas needed.

Cloning Facility in Duce, New Mexico , under the ground
Clones in artificial uterusses, in baggs, in sitting position.

In case that there is one clone, we are confronted with a whole group of
Biden clones. And clones of ?which other? Persons. Beauyfull new world!

Questions remain. Why should the Democrates present the result of a
clearly imperfect cloning-technology?

We cannot judge it until now.
We cannot exclude it. It´s a possibility. Possibly true,
30 years ago specialists said: the artificial uterus is near.
Then silence. Now suddenly the pictures above !

Www. Letter-to-President-Trump. jaaaa .net

